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Abstract15

We perform an Observing System Simulation Experiment (OSSE), that simulates the16

satellite sampling and the mapping procedure on the sea surface of the high-resolution17

model CROCO-MED60v40, to investigate the reliability and the accuracy of the detected18

eddies. The main result of this study is a strong cyclone-anticyclone asymmetry of the19

eddy detection on the altimetry products AVISO/CMEMS in the Mediterranean Sea.20

Large scale cyclones having a characteristic radius larger than the local deformation ra-21

dius are much less reliable than large scale anticyclones. We estimate, that less than 60%22

of these cyclones detected on gridded altimetry product are reliable, while more than 85%23

of mesoscale anticyclones are reliable. Besides, both the barycenter and the size of these24

mesoscale anticyclones are relatively accurate. This asymmetry comes from the differ-25

ence of stability between cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies. Large mesoscale cyclones of-26

ten split into smaller sub mesoscale structures having a rapid dynamical evolution. The27

numerical model CROCO-MED60v40 shows that this complex dynamic is too fast and28

too small to be accurately captured by the gridded altimetry products. The spatio-temporal29

interpolation smoothes out this sub mesoscale dynamics and tends to generate an ex-30

cessive number of unrealistic mesoscale cyclones in comparison with the reference field.31

On the other hand, large mesoscale anticyclones, which are more robust and which evolve32

more slowly, can be accurately tracked by standard altimetry products. We also confirm33

that the AVISO/CMEMS products induce a bias on the eddy intensity. The azimuthal34

geostrophic velocities are always underestimated for large mesoscale anticyclones.35

Plain Language Summary36

[ enter your Plain Language Summary here or delete this section]37

1 Introduction38

The increase of the spatial resolution in both numerical models and remote sens-39

ing observations (altimetry and visible image) revealed the prevalence of mesoscale ed-40

dies throughout the oceans. These coherent structures can survive several months or even41

years (Puillat et al., 2002; Ioannou et al., 2017; Nencioli et al., 2018; Laxenaire et al.,42

2019). They are able to trap and transport heat, mass and biogeochemicals properties43

from their regions of formation to remote areas. For instance, the mean trajectories of44

the long-lived Agulhas Rings control the global transport in the Southern Ocean (Dencausse45

et al., 2010; Laxenaire et al., 2018). In the Mediterranean Sea, the trajectories and the46

merging or splitting of the long-lived Algerian eddies have an impact on the regional trans-47

port of Atlantic Water and Levantine Intermediate Water in the Algerian Basin (Escudier48

et al., 2016; Garreau et al., 2018). Moreover, these long-lived mesoscale eddies can have49

a strong impact on biological productivity and on the upper-ocean ecology and biogeo-50

chemical cycles (Mcgillicuddy et al., 1998; d’Ovidio et al., 2010; Lévy et al., 2018; Cotro-51

neo et al., 2016) especially in an oligotrophic area. Hence, the movement of pelagic species52

can be strongly influenced by the dynamics of mesoscale eddies and their surrounding53

filaments (Cotté et al., 2011; Abrahms et al., 2018; Baudena et al., 2019) and some fish-54

eries track lagrangian coherent structures associated to eddies (Prants et al., 2012; Budyan-55

sky et al., 2017; Watson et al., 2018; Arur et al., 2020). Therefore, the dynamics of mesoscale56

eddies have a significant impact on the surface circulation and oceanic biogeochemistry57

at both local and regional scales.58

However, a correct assessment of the dynamical characteristics of real mesoscale59

eddies is still a challenge. On one hand, direct in-situ observations provided by oceano-60

graphic campaigns or autonomous platforms (Argo profilers or gliders) can be very ac-61

curate but they remain sparse. On the other hand, remote sensing observations cover62

almost all oceans and provide every day a large amount of data to detect a very large63

number of eddies. These detections are mainly derived by analyzing satellite altimetry64
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gridded fields which provide daily maps of sea surface height and surface geostrophic ve-65

locity that are not affected by cloud coverage. These gridded altimetry products, are used66

by all the eddy detection algorithms, that have been developed these last ten years, to67

identify automatically mesoscale eddies at the ocean surface (Chaigneau et al., 2009; Chel-68

ton et al., 2007; Doglioli et al., 2007; Nencioli et al., 2010; Chelton et al., 2011; Mason69

et al., 2014; Le Vu et al., 2018). This methodology, which makes it possible to locate the70

center of the eddies and estimate their size and intensity, is widely used in oceanogra-71

phy and has led to a very large number of research papers in recent years. But, surpris-72

ingly, very few works have studied the reliability and the accuracy of the eddy charac-73

teristics derived from standard altimetry products.74

Few studies performed quantitative comparisons of the eddy sizes and intensities75

between the estimations derived from altimetry products and those measured directly76

by surface buoys trajectories or VMADCP (Mkhinini et al., 2014; Ioannou et al., 2017;77

Garreau et al., 2018; Ioannou et al., 2019). The number of these studies is necessarily78

limited by the number of in-situ observations that have been carried out in the core of79

oceanic eddies. However, all of them show, for various Mediterranean anticyclones, a sys-80

tematic underestimation of the AVISO/CMEMS surface geostrophic velocity in compar-81

ison with in-situ velocity measurements. Even if mesoscale eddies are generally consid-82

ered to be geostrophic, for few intense anticyclones the ageostrophic velocity components83

induced by the local curvature of the streamlines are not negligible (Penven et al., 2014;84

Douglass & Richman, 2015; Ioannou et al., 2019). The iterative scheme proposed by Ioannou85

et al. (2019), to compute the cyclostrophic velocity components, shows for one intense86

anticyclone that the corrected velocity fields were much closer to the in-situ observations.87

However, the wide majority of mesoscale eddies are not concerned by this specific cor-88

rection and the systematic underestimation of the eddy intensity might be due to the89

spatiotemporal heterogeneity of the tracks of altimetry satellites rather than the geostrophic90

assumption.91

Recently, the pioneering work of Amores et al. (2018) performed several Observ-92

ing System Simulation Experiment (OSSE) to simulate the along-track satellite measur-93

ing process and generate satellite like SLA gridded maps for the North Atlantic Ocean94

and the Mediterranean Sea. They were therefore able to investigate how the dynami-95

cal properties of the detected eddies are influenced by the satellite sampling and the map-96

ping procedure. They emphasize on the spatial resolution of the gridded altimetry prod-97

uct which is not enough to capture the small eddies that are the most abundant in the98

high-resolution simulations used as a ground truth. According to this analysis, we could99

detect on the AVISO/CMEMS products only 16% of the total number of eddies in the100

Mediterranean Sea. The unresolved structures are aliased into larger structures and there-101

fore the gridded altimetry products contain an unrealistic number of large mesoscale ed-102

dies. However, this study performed a global statistical analysis without any distinction103

between cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies while the analysis of Chelton et al. (2011) in104

the global ocean have shown some statistical evidences that large mesoscale anticyclones105

live, on average, longer than their cyclonic counterparts. This cyclone-anticyclone asym-106

metry, in the lifetime of mesoscale eddies is even more pronounced in the Mediterranean107

Sea (Mkhinini et al., 2014; Stegner et al., 2019; Barboni et al., 2021). Such asymmetry108

finds an explanation in the dynamical stability and the robustness of mesoscale anticy-109

clones having a characteristic radius larger than the local deformation radius (Arai &110

Yamagata, 1994; Stegner & Dritschel, 2000; Baey & Carton, n.d.). Moreover, stable an-111

ticyclones tend to remain coherent within a turbulent flow (Polvani et al., 1994; Arai &112

Yamagata, 1994; Linden et al., 1995) and they were found to be more robust to an ex-113

ternal strain or shear than cyclonic eddies (Graves et al., 2006; Perret et al., 2011). Sim-114

ilarly, in the wakes of a large island, where mesoscale eddies of both sign are influenced115

by the strain of their neighbors, anticyclones are more circular and robust while cyclones,116

which are larger than the deformation radius, tend to be elongated and distorted (Perret117

et al., 2006; Dong et al., 2007; Stegner, 2014). In the Mediterannean Sea, where the de-118
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formation radius (Rd=8-15km) is small in comparison with the typical radii of mesoscale119

eddies, both the vortex stability and the vortex-vortex interactions explain the predom-120

inance of large-scale anticyclones among the long-lived eddies.121

The goal of this paper is to investigate the reliability and the accuracy of mesoscale122

eddies detected on the AVISO/CMEMS altimetry products in the Mediterranean Sea.123

Even if a large number of small scale eddies are missed, due to the spatial resolution of124

the gridded altimetry maps, we will focus on the large-scale eddies that could be accu-125

rately detected. How reliable are they ? Are their size and intensity correctly quanti-126

fied ? Aware of the cyclone-anticyclone asymmetry that could affect mesoscale eddies,127

we will perform this analysis separately for cyclones and anticyclones. Moreover, we will128

also compare the accuracy of two different types of AVISO/CMEMS products distributed129

by CMEMS: the delayed time (DT), which takes into account the altimetry tracks for-130

ward and backward in time, and the near real time (NRT) which considers only the past131

tracks.132

As Amores et al. (2018) we performed an OSSE of the AVISO/CMEMS products133

using the SSH of a numerical simulation having a much higher spatial resolution than134

the altimetry products. This numerical simulation of the regional circulation of the Mediter-135

ranean Sea was performed with the CROCO model with at 1/60◦ and was used as the136

ground truth for the OSSE. Then the automatic eddy detection algorithm AMEDA (Le Vu137

et al., 2018) was used to detect and quantify the dynamical characteristics of the mesoscale138

eddies both on the numerical model and the simulations of the DT and NRT AVISO/CMEMS139

products. The paper is organized as follows. We first present in section 2 the CROCO140

ocean model used for our realistic numerical simulations of the Mediterranean Sea in 2015141

and 2016. The mean features of the general circulation are compared with the observa-142

tions to check the consistency of the run CROCO-MED60v40-15-16. The methodology143

used for the Observing System Simulation Experiment (OSSE) and the eddy detection144

algorithm are presented in section 3. The main results on the cyclone-anticyclone asym-145

metry are detailed in section 4. Then, we discuss, in section 5, the dynamical origin of146

the asymmetry and finally we conclude in section 6.147

2 High-resolution model of the Mediteranean Sea148

We used the results of a realistic numerical simulation that was carried out for the149

Mediterranean Sea using the CROCO numerical model (http://www.croco-ocean.org).150

For more details on the numerical characteristics of the CROCO model we refer to Shchepetkin151

and McWilliams (2005), Debreu et al. (2012), and Auclair et al. (2018). The simulation152

under investigation, CROCO-MED60v40-15-16, was forced at the ocean surface with ARPEGE153

HR analysed meteorological fields (winds, pressure, air temperature, relative humidity)154

thanks to the classical bulk COARE formula (Fairall et al., 2003). The standard prim-155

itive equations are solved with an horizontal resolution of 1/60◦ in both longitudinal and156

latitudinal directions. The vertical coordinate used is a generalised terrain following one.157

It is stretched to keep as flat as possible the levels near the surface whatever the bathymetry158

gradient is. Fourty unevenly distributed vertical levels discretized the water column. They159

are closer one from each other next to the surface and more spaced by the bottom where160

the vertical gradients of hydrology parameters (temperature or salinity) are weak. The161

initial and the boundary conditions were built from CMEMS global system analysis op-162

timally interpolated on the computational grid. CROCO-MED60v40-15-16 is a result163

of a free run simulation (no nudging nor assimilation of any kind) that started on the164

1st of August 2012 when the water column stability is at its maximum to avoid static165

instability in the spinning up phase. It ran till the end of December 2016.166

To test the realism of the regional surface circulation of this numerical model, we167

compute the mean geostrophic eddy kinetic energy MKEg and compare it with the AVISO/CMEMS168

observations during the 2012-2016 period. Following the work of Pujol and Larnicol (2005),169
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we extract the low frequency (LF) signal applying a Butterworth low-pass time filter of170

order 4 to the geostrophic velocity field, derived from the SSH, with a cut-off frequency171

of 60 days. We have checked that our comparison is weakly sensitive to the cut-off fre-172

quency of the low-pass filter (30, 60 or 100 days). According to the figure 2, this MKEg173

range between 40 cm2.s2 in the Gabes Gulf to 104 cm2.s2 in the Alboran Sea. Both the174

CROCO-MED60v40 model and the AVISO/CMEMS observations exhibit strong MKEg175

values along the Algerian coast, in the Ionian and the Levantine basins. Most of the re-176

gional patterns of MKE are similar in the model and the observation. However, due to177

the high spatial resolution of the numerical model, small scale patterns such as the North178

Ligurian current and the Rhodes Gyre current appear to be much stronger in CROCO-179

MED60v40. Besides this statistical validation against altimetric data Ioannou et al. (2020)180

showed that the numerical solution CROCO-MED60v40-15-16 exhibits realistic mesoscale181

features even after 3 years of free simulation : some of these features are even very com-182

mensurable with observations (density anomaly, main dynamical parameters and track-183

ing of a mesoscale eddy). More generally the simulated hydrology has been systemat-184

ically compared to the CORA v5.2 dataset and to SST fields from Meteosat SEVIRI im-185

ager. These comparisons give reasonable errors for a free run :186

• lower 2◦C everywhere for the SST field,187

• ower than 1◦C and 0.25 psu within the first 200m,188

• lower than 0.5◦C and 0.1 psu between 200m and 600m,189

• less than 0.1◦C and 0.02 psu below190

For the purposes of this paper, we extracted all dynamical fields and especially the daily191

mean SSH field and we focused our analysis on the last two years: 2015 and 2016.192

3 Methods193

3.1 OSSE principles194

In order to quantify the reliability and the accuracy of mesoscale eddies detected195

on the AVISO/CMEMS altimetry products in the Mediterranean Sea, an Observing Sys-196

tem Simulation Experiment (OSSE) is performed in a four-satellite configuration, com-197

posed of the reference mission Jason-3 and three other missions Sentinel3-A, Sentinel3-198

B, and Cryosat-2. As the CROCO-MED60v40-15-16 resolves the response of the ocean199

to atmospheric pressure disturbances, it contains large-scale high-frequency signals that200

cannot be handled by the mapping method based on Optimal Interpolation. Thus, as201

in the operational processing, a Dynamic Atmospheric Correction (DAC) derived from202

atmospheric forcing fields (Carrère & Lyard, 2003) is used to correct this effect. The SWOT203

simulator software (Gaultier et al., 01 Jan. 2016) is then used to generated along track204

with realistic measurement errors and noise. The resulting ground truth references are205

finally ingested in the AVISO/CMEMS mapping procedure (Taburet et al., 2019) to com-206

pute gridded fields.207

The OSSE SSH (figure 1) corresponds to the 1/8◦ ADT maps which are identical208

to the Mediterranean Sea gridded L4 sea surface heights reprocessed available on Cor-209

pernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS). In order to compare the210

accuracy of the delayed time (DT) and the near real time (NRT) products, two distinct211

OSSE were performed. For the OSSE-SSH-DT maps the optimal interpolation of indi-212

vidual altimetry tracks (Le Traon et al., 1998) is made on backward and forward tracks213

within a time window of +/- 5 days. On the other hand, the OSSE-SSH-NRT maps are214

built every day with the altimetry tracks of the past ten days. In a second step we de-215

rived from the daily mean SSH of CROCO-MED60v40-15-16 the geostrophic velocity216

field (Ug, Vg) using the 9-stencil method of Arbic et al. (2012) which is used in the op-217

erational processing chain of the AVISO/CMEMS products to derived surface velocity218

fields.219
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3.2 AMEDA algorithm220

We apply the automatic eddy detection algorithm AMEDA (Le Vu et al., 2018)221

on the surface geostrophic velocities of the two OSSE and the CROCO-MED60v40-15-222

16 to compare quantitatively the dynamical characteristics of the detected oceanic ed-223

dies. The eddy centers which correspond to an extremum of the local normalized angu-224

lar momentum are first identified. The streamlines surrounding this center are then com-225

puted (figure 3a). The mean radius 〈R〉 and the mean velocity 〈V 〉 are then computed226

along each closed streamline. This mean radius 〈R〉 is defined as the equivalent radius227

of a disc with the same area A as the one delimited by the closed streamline (equation228

(1)), while the mean velocity amplitude 〈V 〉 is derived from the circulation along the closed229

streamline C, where Lp is the streamline perimeter (equation(2)).230

〈R〉 =

√(
A

π

)
(1)

〈V 〉 =
1

Lp

∮
V dl (2)

We plot in figure 3b the pair of mean eddy velocity 〈V 〉 and mean radius 〈R〉 for231

each closed streamlines of a mesoscale anticyclone located in the center of the Ionian Sea.232

We can see on this example that the mean velocity increases when the radius increases233

until a maximum velocity Vmax is reached. This characteristic radius is labeled Rmax,234

and also called the speed radius (Chelton et al., 2011; Laxenaire et al., 2018; Le Vu et235

al., 2018). This eddy radius Rmax is used to quantify the eddy size. The characteris-236

tic contour of the detected eddy (the blue thick contour in figure 3a) is associated with237

the closed streamline of maximal speed. The velocity Vmax is used to quantify the eddy238

intensity. Once this maxima is reached, the azimuthal speed of the eddy decreases un-239

til the last closed streamline where 〈R〉 = Rend. The latter is plotted with a blue dashed240

line in figure 3a. The eddy shape is characterized by two geometrical parameters. The241

first one is the ellipticity of the closest ellipse that fits the characteristic contour. The242

second one is the steepness parameter which is used to fit the mean velocity profile 〈V 〉243

=F(〈R〉), of quasi-circular eddies (ellipticity < 0.2), with a generic function:244

Vθ(r) =
Vmax
Rmax

r e(1−(r/Rmax)
α)/α (3)

where α is the steepness parameter. Such generic profiles were used by (Carton et245

al., 1989; Stegner & Dritschel, 2000; Lazar et al., 2013; Yim et al., 2019) to study the246

stability of various isolated eddies. Note, that when α = 2, the velocity profile corre-247

sponds to a Gaussian vortex, while in the example shown in figure 3b, the steepness pa-248

rameter is about α = 2.9.249

To quantify the eddy amplitude ηeddy we compute the difference between the SSH250

at the eddy center, where the free surface deviation is maximal, and the mean SSH along251

the last closed contour (figure 3c).252

3.3 DYNED-Atlas data base253

In order to compare the statistical properties of the eddies detected in the OSSE-254

DT and OSSE-NRT with real eddies detected on the standard AVISO/CMEMS prod-255

uct, we also used the dynamical eddy data-base DYNED-Atlas (https://www.lmd.polytechnique.fr/dyned/).256

This recent data-base provides 18 years (2000-2018) of eddy detection and tracking in257

the Mediterranean Sea along with the co-localisation of Argo floats for each detected eddy258

(https://doi.org/10.14768/2019130201.2). The dynamical characteristics of the eddies259
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contained in the DYNED-Atlas database were computed with the AMEDA eddy detec-260

tion and tracking algorithm applied on mean daily surface velocity fields which include261

the ageostrophic corrections proposed by Ioannou et al. (2019). We will then build cli-262

matological histograms of the main dynamical parameters (Rmax, Vmax, ηeddy) of the263

detected eddies during this 18 year period in the Mediterranean Sea.264

4 Results265

4.1 Statistical analysis reveals the cyclone-anticyclone asymmetry266

We first present, in figure 4a, the histograms of the characteristic eddy radius (Rmax)267

and the eddy amplitude ηeddy for all the detected eddies, regardless of their sign, in the268

geostrophic surface velocity field of CROCO-MED60v40-15-16 (black curve), the OSSE-269

DT (pink solid curve) and the OSSE-NRT (pink dashed curve). We also add the histogram270

of the DYNED-Atlas data base (green curve), which corresponds to the eddy detection271

performed on the AVISO/CMEMS altimetry products, for the same two years 2015-2016.272

In Figure 4b, the histograms of the eddy amplitude are plotted for the same four data-273

sets. As Amores et al. (2018), we found that a large fraction of the eddy spectrum are274

not detected on the standard altimetry products, both the OSSE’s and the real AVISO/CMEMS.275

It makes sense that the 1/8◦ coarse-resolution products cannot capture the submeso scale276

eddies (Rmax < 10km), which are resolved in the high-resolution CROCO-MED model277

at 1/60◦. However, it is more surprising to find that the number of larger eddies (Rmax >278

24km), with radius large enough to be resolved by gridded altimetry products, is sys-279

tematically overestimated. Amores et al. (2018) found the same behavior, that small ed-280

dies are seen by the coarse-resolution altimetry products as bigger structures, and they281

called such phenomenon the coarsening artefact. However, they did not explain the phys-282

ical origin of this artefact even for very large eddies that should be accurately resolved283

by the AVISO/CMEMS products. We should mention here that the characteristic eddy284

radius used by Amores et al. (2018) is based on the last closed contour and therefore leads285

to larger values than the characteristic eddy radius Rmax we used. In addition to this286

coarsening artefact a systematic underestimation of the eddy amplitude is also found in287

Figure 4b which is similar to the figure 5(f) of Amores et al. (2018).288

However, if we plot the same histogram but separately for the anticyclonic and the289

cyclonic eddies we get a very different picture. The size histogram of large-scale anticy-290

clonic eddies coincide between the reference and the OSSE (figure 5a) while the over-291

estimation of large scale eddies is strongly amplified for cyclonic vortices (Figure 5b).292

The coarsening artefact, depicted by Amores et al. (2018), only concerns cyclonic eddies.293

Hence, a strong cyclone-anticyclone asymmetry appears for the detection of eddies on294

gridded altimetry products in the Mediterranean Sea. Taking into account only the sta-295

tistical aspect, large anticyclones seem to be relatively well captured by the standard AVISO/CMEMS296

products and correctly detected by the AMEDA algorithm.297

In order to filter out small-scale eddies which, obviously, cannot be properly cap-298

tured by coarse resolution products, we will focus a large part of our analysis to oceanic299

eddies having a characteristic radius larger than Rmax > 24km. The statistical distri-300

butions of the size and the intensity of these mesoscale eddies are depicted in figure 6.301

By construction the size histogram of the reference coincide with anticyclonic eddies of302

the OSSE (figure 6a) while the number of mesoscale cyclones detected is strongly over-303

estimated (by a factor 4 or 5) both in the OSSE and the AVISO/CMEMS product in304

comparison with the reference model CROCO-MED60v40-15-16. On the other hand, the305

number of intense mesocale eddies, having for instance an azimuthal geostrophic veloc-306

ity that exceeds Vmax > 25cm/s, is systematically underestimated in the OSSE and307

the AVISO/CMEMS. This statistical bias concerns both cyclones and anticyclones and308

corresponds to an underestimation of the SSH gradients which is probably due to the309

smoothing induced by the spatio-temporal interpolation of the altimetry tracks.310
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Such asymmetry in the detection of mesoscale eddies on altimetry products calls311

into question all the statistical analysis performed so far in the Mediterranean Sea. For312

instance, the study of Mkhinini et al. (2014) has shown that large eddies in eastern basin313

which live more than 21 weeks were predominantly anticyclonic, while Chelton et al. (2011)314

have shown that the dominance of anticyclones in world ocean occurs only when their315

lifetime exceeds 45 weeks. We plot in figure 7 the cumulative histogram of the ratio cy-316

clone/anticyclone as a function of the eddy lifetime for the various data sets. When we317

consider all the eddy sizes (figure 7a) for the whole Mediterranean Sea, the detection per-318

formed on the standard AVISO/CMEMS products shows that the predominance of an-319

ticyclones occurs when the lifetime exceeds 50 weeks. However, this threshold is reduced320

when the automatic eddy detection is performed on the OSSE data-set (20-25 weeks)321

or on the reference model CROCO-MED60v40-15-16 (15 weeks). If now we focus the anal-322

ysis on mesoscale eddies (i.e. Rmax > 24km) anticyclones are predominant whatever323

their lifetimes in the reference model while in the different OSSE we found a threshold324

that varies between 18 to 25 weeks (figure 7b). Hence, the predominance of long-lived325

anticyclones in the Mediterranean Sea, and probably in the world ocean, appears to be326

much more pronounced than the previous estimations made on standard altimetry prod-327

ucts.328

4.2 Reliable/unreliable eddy detection329

A global statistical analysis gives a first estimate of the level of error but does not330

allow to know precisely, among the detected vortices, the percentage of reliable and er-331

roneous eddy detection. In order to quantify the reliability of the eddy detection, we have,332

for each vortex detected in the OSSE maps, tried to identify the corresponding vortex333

in the reference field CROCO-MED60v40-15-16. Therefore, we are looking, if there is334

one (or more) vortex in the reference field which is inside the characteristic contour cal-335

culated in the OSSE field. The series of images presented in figure 8 illustrates the three336

possible cases that may occur. If the vortex detected in the OSSE field is superimposed337

on a single vortex in the reference field (i.e. cyclones in figure 8b and 8h) it is called ”sin-338

gle” and corresponds to a reliable detection. If the vortex detected in the OSSE field is339

superimposed on several vortices in the reference field, for instance, the cyclone in fig-340

ure 8f is superimposed on five cyclones in figure 8e, it is called ”multiple”. If the vor-341

tex detected in the OSSE field is not superimposed on any vortex in the reference field342

(i.e. figure 8c and 8d) it corresponds to a ”ghost” eddy. In what follows ”ghost” and ”mul-343

tiple” eddy detection will be considered as not reliable. The snapshots of figure 8 depicts344

the temporal evolution of a dipolar structure detected on the OSSE-DT fields in the mid-345

dle of the eastern basin from December 2015 to March 2016. We can see, for this spe-346

cific case, that the detection of the mesoscale anticyclone is reliable during the whole pe-347

riod while the detection of the large cyclonic structure, attached to this anticyclone, is348

often unreliable and varies from ”single” to ”ghost” or ”multiple” detection.349

We plot in figure 9 the percentage of ghosts, multiples and single among the de-350

tected eddies as a function of the characteristic radius both for anticyclones and cyclones.351

As expected, the percentage of ”ghost eddy” decreases when their size increases. For small352

eddies, which have a radius smaller or equal to Rmax = 15km the percentage of ”ghosts”353

exceeds 65. While for mesoscale eddies having a radius larger than Rmax = 24km the354

percentage of ”ghosts” drops below 15. However, as the vortex size increases, the per-355

centage of multiples in the detection increases, resulting in an overall decrease in reli-356

ability for large eddies. This phenomenon is much more pronounced for cyclones which357

characterize the strong cyclone-anticyclone asymmetry in the reliability of detected mesoscale358

eddies. The percentage of reliable anticyclones could reach 90 at large scale while it never359

exceeds 65 for cyclones and drops down to 35 for very large structure. This reliability360

analysis was made on the OSSE-DT data-set and very similar results were found on the361

OSSE-NRT fields.362
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4.3 Accuracy of the dynamical parameters of detected eddies363

In addition to knowing whether a vortex detected on altimetry products is reliable364

(i.e. does it really exist?) it is also important to quantify the accuracy of this detection.365

We have therefore compared, for each eddy detected on the OSSE-DT data-set, its po-366

sition, size and intensity compared to the eddy of the reference field CROCO-MED60v40-367

15-16, when it exists. The accuracy of detection according to the radius of each cyclone368

and anticyclone is plotted separately in figure 10. We first plot the relative error of the369

center position in figure 10a. On average, the barycenter of the characteristic contour370

is given with an accuracy that stays below one grid size (i.e. 1/8◦) for mesoscale anti-371

cyclones. On the other hand, for cyclones the accuracy is systematically lower and de-372

grades with increasing size. The average distance between the barycenter of detected cy-373

clones and the reference always exceeds one grid size and it could even reach two grid374

size for very large eddies. A similar cyclone-anticyclone asymmetry occurs on the size375

of detected eddies. The radius of anticyclonic eddies, detected on the OSSE-DT fields,376

are systematically more accurate than the cyclonic ones. Indeed, the radius of anticy-377

clones are, on average, overestimated by 20 while the radius of cyclones are overestimated378

by 50 to 70.379

We have already observed in the global statistical analysis (figure 6(c,d)), that the380

intensity of eddies is systematically underestimated on the altimetry OSSE-DT data-sets381

when their characteristic velocity exceeds Vmax > 25cm/s. Here we can quantify more382

precisely this underestimation. In comparison with cyclones, the anticyclones exhibit the383

strongest errors with a velocity deficit that increases from 20% to 80% when the radius384

decreases (figure 10c). Here again, we confirm that large mesoscale eddies, that are bet-385

ter sampled by the altimetry tracks, are more accurate than smaller ones. However, the386

anticyclonic asymmetry is reversed and cyclones seem to be more accurate, or at least,387

less underestimated than anticyclones.388

Another specificity of this study is to compare the accuracy of the dynamical pa-389

rameters of the eddies detected respectively on the DT and the NRT products. The rel-390

ative errors of the OSSE-NRT are compared with the OSSE-DT in figure 11, for cyclones391

and anticyclones separately. The delayed time (DT) products, which take into account392

altimetry tracks both backward and foreward in time are expected to be more accurate393

than the near real time (NRT) products which consider only past tracks. Surprisingly,394

such improvement occurs only for anticyclonic eddies. According to figure 11, the level395

of error on both the position, the size and the intensity of cyclones remains high with396

no significant differences between the eddies detected on the OSSE-DT and the OSSE-397

NRT. It is only for large scale anticyclones that the accuracy of the detection on the OSSE-398

DT is significantly better than on the OSSE-NRT, especially for the eddy position and399

its intensity.400

5 Discussion401

Both the global statistics and the analysis of the reliability and the accuracy of in-402

dividual eddy detection reveal that the main sources of errors come either from unre-403

solved sub mesoscale eddies or from large mesoscale cyclones. The dynamical evolution404

presented in figure 8 (see also the movie in the supplementary material) provides a char-405

acteristic illustration of what we have been able to observe visually on multiple occasions406

by comparing the OSSE and the run CROCO-MED60v40-15-16. Large mesoscale an-407

ticyclones tend to be robust and long-lived while various filaments having intense cyclonic408

vorticity spiral in the periphery. The rapid instability of these filaments generate sev-409

eral submesoscale cyclones that evolve very rapidly between large anticyclones. The fast410

dynamics of these small cyclonic structures cannot be tracked or properly sampled by411

the altimetry tracks. Hence, the spatio-temporal interpolation (Le Traon et al., 1998),412

used to build the standard AVISO/CMEMS products, smooth out this intense submeso413
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scale cyclonic activity and generate unrealistic large-scale cyclones on the daily altime-414

try maps. On the other hand, several studies have shown that large-scale cyclones hav-415

ing a radius that exceed the local deformation radius are more unstable than mesoscale416

anticyclones (Stegner & Dritschel, 2000; Baey & Carton, n.d.). Moreover, in a turbu-417

lent environment and submitted to the external strain of neighbouring eddies, large cy-418

clones are easily distorted into elliptical structures and often split into smaller eddies (Arai419

& Yamagata, 1994; Graves et al., 2006; Perret et al., 2011). Hence, even if a large scale420

cyclone is formed, among the turbulent oceanic eddy field, its longevity and robustness421

will be reduced due to its dynamical stability properties. Therefore, the coarsening ar-422

tifact, revealed by Amores et al. (2018), applies mainly to cyclonic eddies. This artifact423

finds its explanation in the dynamical properties of the turbulent eddy field which tend424

to favor the formation of long-lived anticyclones. The result is that large mesoscale an-425

ticyclones, which are more robust and that evolve more slowly, can be spatially resolved426

and accurately tracked by standard altimetry products.427

6 Conclusion428

Thanks to a Observing System Simulation Experiment (OSSE) that simulate the429

along-track satellite measuring process on the sea surface of the high resolution model430

CROCO-MED60v40-15-16 we investigate how the reliability and the accuracy of the de-431

tected eddies are influenced by the satellite sampling and the mapping procedure. The432

main result of this study is that there is a large difference in reliability between the de-433

tection of cyclonic and anticyclonic mesoscale eddies on the gridded altimetry products434

AVISO/CMEMS of the Mediterranean Sea distributed by CMEMS. This asymmetry comes435

from the difference of stability between large scale cyclones and anticyclones. Mesoscale436

anticyclones having a characteristic radius that exceed the deformation radius tend to437

be more stable or robust to external strain than cyclones having equivalent size. It im-438

plies that large mesoscale cyclones often splits into smaller sub mesoscale structures hav-439

ing a rapid dynamical evolution. This complex dynamic is too fast and too small to be440

accurately captured by the gridded altimetry products based on a strong spatio-temporal441

interpolation (Le Traon et al., 1998). The later smooth out this sub mesoscale dynam-442

ics and tend to generate an excessive number of unrealistic (i.e. unreliable) mesoscale443

cyclones in comparison with the reference field. We found that the both the reliability444

and the accuracy of the detected cyclones decrease when their characteristic radius Rmax445

are larger than 35km. We estimate, in the Mediterranean Sea, that less than 60% of the446

mesoscale cyclones detected on gridded altimetry product are indeed reliable.447

On the other hand, we found that the reliability and the accuracy of large scale an-448

ticyclones increase when their size increase. We estimate, that more than 85% of large449

scale mesoscale anticyclones (i.e. Rmax > 2Rd = 25km) detected on gridded altime-450

try product are reliable. Besides, both the position of the center and their size are rel-451

atively accurate. The mean error on the location of the eddy barycenter remain below452

the grid size (i.e. 1/8◦) while the relative error on the characteristic eddy radius do not453

exceed, on average, 25%. However, we confirm that gridded altimetry products have a454

systematic bias on the eddy intensity and especially for anticyclones. The maximal az-455

imuthal geostrophic velocity Vmax is always underestimated on the AVISO/CMEMS prod-456

ucts even for large mesoscale anticyclones.457

This study shows the biases that can be induced by the use of gridded altimetry458

products which are often considered as a reliable observational data-sets for large mesoscale459

structures. This study shows that AVISO/CMEMS data-sets should be used with cau-460

tion especially when studying the properties of large cyclonic eddies. One may wonder461

if other oceanic regions would also be affected by this cyclone-anticyclone asymmetry462

of eddy detection. The study of Amores et al. (2018) indicates that the coarsening arte-463

fact is also significant in the Northern Atlantic even if the local deformation radius is at464

least two or three times larger than in the Mediterranean Sea. We could then a expect465
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a higher accuracy on the detection of mesoscale eddies in the Northern Atlantic. How-466

ever, the smoothing of the unstable dynamics of large scale cyclones, induced by the op-467

timal interpolation of altimetry tracks, is not only a spatial but also and temporal smooth-468

ing. Therefore, a more thorough study that takes into account the global ocean should469

be considered in the future.470
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Figure 1. Principle of the Observing System Simulation Experiment (OSSE) and methodol-

ogy followed
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Figure 2. Mean kinetic energy (MKEg) of the CROCO-MED60v40 (a) and the

AVISO/CMEMS altimetry products (b) computed from the low-frequency (60 days cut-off)

geostrophic velocity field
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Figure 3. The first panel (a) shows the characteristic contour (blue solid line) and the last

closed contour (blue dashed line) calculated by the AMEDA algorithm for an anticyclone. The

background colors correspond to the SSH fields and the black vectors to the surface velocity

components. The mean velocity profile 〈V 〉 = F (〈R〉) deduced from the streamlines analysis is

plotted with grey crosses the central panel (b). The black curve correspond to the fit with the

generic velocity profile eqn.(3) with a steepness parameter α = 2.94. The lower panel (c) depicts

the mean radial profile of the eddy amplitude from the eddy center to the last closed contour (i.e.

Rend).
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Figure 4. Histogram of the radius Rmax (a) and the amplitudes ηeddy (b) of all the detected

eddies on the CROCO-MED60v40-15-16 (black curve), the OSSE-DT (pink solid curve) and the

OSSE-NRT (pink dashed curve). The corresponding histograms of the DYNED-Atlas data base

(for 2015-2016) is plotted with a green curve.

Figure 5. Histogram of the radius Rmax of the detected anticyclones (a) and cyclones (b).

The curves corresponding to the CROCO-MED60v40-15-16 and the DYNED-Atlas data base are

plotted in black and green respectively, while the OSSE-DT (OSSE-NRT) are plotted with solid

(dashed) blue or red lines.
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Figure 6. Histogram of the characteristic radius Rmax and the intensity Vmax of large

mesoscale eddies (with Rmax > 24km) of both sign anticyclones (a,c) and cyclones (b,d). The

curves colors are identical to the previous Figure 4
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Figure 7. The cumulative histograms of the ratio cyclones/anticyclones for eddies with life-

times greater than or equal to each particular value along the abscissa. The left panel (a) cor-

responds to the unfiltered histograms where all the detected eddies are considered, while the

histograms of large mesoscale eddies (with Rmax > 24km) are plotted in the right panel (b). The

ratio cyclones/anticyclones for CROCO-MED60v40-15-16, the OSSE-DT, the OSSE-NRT and

the DYNED-Atlas data base is plotted with black solid, pink solid, pink dashed and green curves

respectively.
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Figure 8. The temporal evolution of a large scale anticyclone and several cyclones, in its

surrounding, is displayed from top to bottom: the 15 December 2015 (a,b), the 1 January 2016

(c,d), the 6 February 2016 (e,f) and the first of March 2016 (g,h) in the center of the Levantine

basin. Theses snapshots of the surface geostrophic velocity (black arrows) and the relative vortic-

ity (background color) are presented side by side for the CROCO-MED60v40-15-16 (a,c,e,g) and

the OSSE-DT (b,d,f,h). The characteristic contours of all the eddies detected by the AMEDA al-

gorithm on each field are plotted in black. The contours of the eddies detected on the OSSE-DT

are superimposed on the reference field (i.e. the CROCO-MED60v40-15-16) with green contours

for better comparison.
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Figure 9. The proportion of ghost (red), multiple (yellow) and single (green) anticyclones (a)

and cyclones (b) detected on the OSSE-DT are plotted as a function of their size (i.e. Rmax).
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Figure 10. Normalized errors of the barycenter position (a), the size (b) and the intensity

(c) of large mesoscale eddies detected on the OSSE-DT. The mean error values and their in-

terquartile range (between 25th and 75th percentile) are plotted, as function of the eddy radius

Rmax, with circle dots and dashed lines respectively. Cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies are plotted

separately with red and blue dots.
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Figure 11. Comparisons between the normalized errors of large mesoscale eddies detected on

the OSSE-DT and the OSSE-NRT. The analysis corresponding to anticyclonic eddies are plotted

on the left panels (a,c,e) while cyclonic ones are on the right panels (b,d,f).
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